Trad-back Narrow boat

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 58ft
Beam: 6ft 10
DESIGN
Builder: Liverpool Boats
Type: Narrow boat
Style: Trad-back
Construction: All steel 10-6(+5)-4

Engine: Yanma
Berths: 2+2
BSS: 11/2019

Offered for Sale through
Castle Quay PRICE: £41,000

This cottage layout narrow boat is a beautifully
quaint home with bags of character. It has a nice
mellow feeling to the antique pine woodwork with
a bespoke shelf system for nick-nacks and coffee
table books. Indeed the interior was featured in
one!

The proper narrow
boat settee sofa bed
gives a lovely homely
feel with the woodburner within easy
reach to provide
warm cosy evenings.

The galley kitchen is open and clear giving lots of space to cook and with its
clean tiles contrasted with the hardwood floorboards gives an easy to maintain
comfortable home or real secret weekend retreat. A nice feature is the side
hatch in the kitchen o smells f cooking drift out and the sound of nature drifts in.

The bathroom, which features
a beautiful stainglass window,
is an easy to maintain cassette
toilet, proper vanity unit with
free standing shower and
plenty of storage perfect for
making the morning rituals a
pleasure not a chore.

The bedroom has a cosy feel yet is large
for a boat of this size with ¾ width
wardrobe at the foot of the bed with
dressing space in front. The bed has
been raised to provide huge storage for
clothes. The bedroom portholes ensure
privacy as well as creating the real
nautical feel from bed.

Two years ago when undergoing a professional blacking job Catstrophe was found to have corrosion in her sides. A thorough survey
showed that the base plate was in excellent condition with barely any
wastage. This side however required work and so were professionally
repaired by coded welders at the renowned Starlight despite having
to road transport her. She was then blacked in two-pac epoxy. So
with recent survey and a very thorough replate she has a truly solid
foundation. The owner had planned on continuing to live on her as
she had done for over 16 years but new adventures beckon for both
her and her beloved Cat-astrophe, who comes complete with catflap.

SPECIFICATION:


Twin hardwood windowed doors with cat-flap
 Aged antique panelled T&G throughout
 Solid oak flooring
 Sharp TV on adjustable stand
 Green narrow boat sofa-bed with inbuilt storage
 New electrical isolator
She has a reliable Yanmar inboard
 Caudwell hopper windows in fore-cabin, galley & heads
diesel engine providing good
 Custom made stain glass window in heads
performance as a narrow boat. This has
 Classic porthole windows in bedroom
recently been serviced and two years
 Fired Earth terracotta tiling in lounge
ago had new injector pump. Exterior
 Puffin stove
paint is tatty in places and needs
 Flue & new chimney in 2015
attention but she is ready to use, once
 Separate bespoke writing / reading desk
personalised with paint she is waiting to
 Custom built in storage for books etc.
become your new pride and joy.
 Hotpoint mains fridge new in 2015
 New brass domed LED bulkhead lights
 Free-standing wardrobe, under bed storage, reading lights
 Hardwood dividing door with Yale between main cabin and
engine room
 Free standing shower
 Large vanity with mirror
LOCATED RIVER MEDWAY. 07791957099 VIEWING BY
 Thetford cassette toilet
APPOINTMENT 7 DAYS A WEEK
 Plating 2015
 Yanmar Engine
castlequayboats@gmail.com

